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 DISCLAIMER 

 

This paper was submitted to the Bulletin of the World Health Organization and was posted to the 

Zika open site, according to the protocol for public health emergencies for international concern 

as described in Christopher Dye et al. (http://dx.doi.org/10.2471/BLT.16.170860). 

 

The information herein is available for unrestricted use, distribution and reproduction in any 

medium, provided that the original work is properly cited as indicated by the Creative Commons 

Attribution 3.0 Intergovernmental Organizations licence (CC BY IGO 3.0). 
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Abstract 
Objective 

The World Health Organization has declared Zika Virus a Public Health Emergency of 

International Concern due to the virus’ emergence in multiple countries globally and the possible 

association of Zika virus with microcephaly and neurological disorders. There is a clear need to 

identify risk factors associated with Zika infection and microcephaly in order to target 

surveillance, testing and intervention efforts. 

 

Methods 

We modeled the correlation between transmission intensity of dengue and chikungunya, two 

viruses transmitted by the same mosquito genus, with reported microcephaly incidence in 

Brazilian states and Zika incidence in Colombia, where very few microcephaly cases have been 

reported. We built on these results to map the expected incidence of microcephaly in multiple 

dengue endemic locations across Colombia and the American continent. 

 

Findings 

There a strong correlation between the incidence of Zika in Colombian departments and the force 

of infection (but not the crude incidence) of dengue (R2 = 0.41, p<0.001). There is also a strong 

correlation between the incidence of microcephaly in Brazilian states and the force of infection 

of dengue (R2 = 0.36, p<0.001). If the relationship between dengue FOI and microcephaly 

incidence seen in Brazil holds in Colombia, we should expect to see 387 cases (95%CI 166-621) 

of Zika associated microcephaly to be reported over the first 5 months (of the microcephaly 

epidemic).  

 

Conclusions 

Because dengue and Zika are transmitted by the same vector, these associations provide further 

support to the supposition that Zika virus infection during pregnancy causes microcephaly.  In 

addition, they provide an opportunity to project the expected incidence of microcephaly in 

multiple dengue endemic locations across Colombia and the American continent.  Detailed 

knowledge of dengue transmission should be use to target surveillance, testing and intervention 

efforts against Zika and other flaviviruses. 

 

 

Introduction 

The World Health Organization has declared Zika virus a Public Health Emergency of 

International Concern due to the virus’ emergence in multiple countries globally and the possible 

association of Zika virus with microcephaly and neurological disorders.
1-3

 As of February 2016, 

Brazil has had the overwhelming majority of microcephaly associated with Zika virus though the 

causal link between Zika virus and microcephaly remains unproven. Colombia has reported 

significant numbers of Zika virus infections, but has not yet reported a significant increase in 

microcephaly cases. There is a clear need to identify risk factors associated with Zika infection 

and microcephaly in order to target surveillance, testing and intervention efforts.    

 

Dengue virus, transmitted by the same species of mosquito as Zika, has caused considerable 

disease burden in both countries over the past two decades.
4-6

 More recently chikungunya, 

another arbovirus transmitted by the same vector, was introduced into the continent and caused 
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large outbreaks.
7,8

 As these three pathogens share a vector, it is expected that metrics of the 

transmission potential of dengue and chikungunya should be correlated with the incidence of 

Zika virus if mosquito density, climate and other environmental factors affect transmission of all 

three pathogens similarly. Moreover, if Zika virus infection during early stages of pregnancy is 

associated with neurological malformations such as microcephaly, the transmission intensity of 

other Aedes transmitted viruses (including dengue and/or chikungunya) can potentially be used 

to assess a region’s microcephaly risk. 

 

Here, we look for correlation between transmission intensity of dengue and chikungunya in 

Brazilian states with reported microcephaly incidence. We also correlate dengue and 

chikungunya transmission intensity in Colombia to Zika incidence, as no microcephaly cases 

have been reported up to now. Furthermore, we build on the observed correlation to map the 

expected incidence of microcephaly in multiple dengue endemic locations across Colombia and 

the American continent that have reported autochthonous Zika transmission but no microcephaly 

cases yet.  

 

Methods 
We obtained data on the number of suspected cases of microcephaly in each state of Brazil from 

the weekly reports released by the Brazilian health ministry.
14

 Since very few cases of 

microcephaly have been reported as of now, we obtained data on the number of Zika cases 

reported by each department. 
15

 In addition, we obtained data on the number of dengue and 

chikungunya cases reported by Brazil (chikungunya 2014-2015; dengue 2002-2012)  and 

Colombia (chikungunya 2014-2015, dengue 2007-2012), and census data from each country 

during the observed period 
16

 
17,18

 

 

To assess whether metrics of transmission of the three arboviruses are associated, we used 

simple linear regression to correlate the incidences of microcephaly/Zika for each department in 

Brazil and each department in Colombia to the incidences of dengue (average over the 5 last 

years of data available) and chikungunya during the 2014-15 outbreak. Taking into account that 

dengue is highly endemic in both Brazil and Colombia and a large proportion of the population is 

no longer susceptible, we also correlated the incidence of microcephaly/Zika to the mean 

transmission hazard, i.e., the mean force of infection (FOI), of dengue. The force of infection is a 

metric of incidence among the susceptible population, and is a more robust metric of 

transmission potential. Estimates of the force of infection of dengue were derived for each 

state/department of Colombia and Brazil, by fitting catalytic models to the age-stratified dengue 

incidence data from as has been previously described. 
19,20

  

 

All analyses were performed in R version 3.2. 
21

 

 

Results 

Our findings show that the incidence of microcephaly in Brazil and the incidence of Zika in 

Colombia are strongly correlated with the force of infection of dengue (Figure 1, coefficient of 

determination R
2
 = 0.36 and 0.41, respectively, p<0.001), but not with the recent incidence of 

dengue (Figure 1, R
2
 = 6e-5, p=0.97 and R

2
 = 0.01, p=0.55, respectively) or chikungunya (Figure 

2, R
2
 = 0.01, p=0.54 and R

2
 = 0.11, p=0.09, respectively). 
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With the exception of Paraiba and Pernambuco, that have reported incidences of microcephaly 

that are significantly higher than the rest of the country, there seems to be a linear association 

between dengue force of infection and incidence of microcephaly as of January 2016. Most of 

the microcephaly incidence seems to be concentrated in states where >3% of the susceptible 

population gets infected by dengue each year. In contrast, there is no apparent correlation 

between recent dengue incidence and microcephaly. Several of the states with highest incidence 

of microcephaly have reported relatively low dengue incidences over the past few years. 

 

There is also an approximately linear association between the dengue force of infection and the 

incidence of Zika recorded in the continental departments of Colombia since it’s introduction in 

in October 2016. Each percent increase in the annual force of infection of dengue corresponds to 

a 44 per 100,000 (95%CI 24-64) increase in the incidence rate of Zika. While it was not possible 

to obtain reliable estimates of the dengue force of infection for 5/32 departments of Colombia, 

due to low case case-counts, the incidence of Zika reported in 4/5 of these states has been almost 

negligible. The island of San Andrés is the only exception to this trend, as it has reported the 

highest incidence of Zika in the country in this ongoing epidemic. Similar to Brazil, most of the 

incidence of Zika is concentrated in departments where the force of infection of dengue is 3% or 

higher per year. 

 

To quantify the expected magnitude of the microcephaly epidemic in other settings that have not 

yet reported or observed cases, we used the fitted regression models from Brazil and the 

estimates of the dengue force of infection for multiple locations in Colombia to predict the 

expected incidence of microcephaly (Figure 4, Table 1). For reference, we also used estimates of 

the force of infection of dengue in other Latin American settings derived from the literature
9
. To 

account for misclassification of microcephaly cases in Brazil, we adjusted reported incidences of 

suspected microcephaly cases by confirmation rate (true positivity rate) of the cases that have 

been investigated so far (n=508/1345, 38%). 

 

While the absolute numbers can change as cases continue to be reported and investigated in 

Brazil, results from this mapping exercise suggest that, if the suspected causal link between Zika 

and microcephaly is real, the departments of Colombia that have experienced the highest 

incidences of Zika could expect incidences of microcephaly similar to those that have been 

observed in northeastern Brazil. However, given the difference in population size between the 

two countries, these incidences should result in a considerably lower number of microcephaly 

cases. If the relationship between dengue FOI and microcephaly incidence seen in Brazil holds in 

Colombia, we should expect to see 387 cases (95CI% 166-621) of Zika associated microcephaly 

to be reported over the first 5 months (of the microcephaly epidemic).  

 

Discussion 

Here, we show that the incidence of Zika in Colombian departments and the incidence of 

microcephaly in Brazilian states are strongly correlated with the hazard of dengue, another 

arbovirus transmitted by mosquitos of the genus Aedes. These findings constitute further 

circumstantial evidence for the causal link between Zika infection and microcephaly incidence 

and provide a simple method that countries can use to assess their risk.  
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The correlation between Zika incidence (Colombia) and dengue forces of infection could be 

attributable to several mechanisms. The simplest is that areas with high suitability for 

transmission of dengue are also highly suitable for Zika virus transmission, mediated through 

multiple vector, human host or climatic drivers.  

 

Interestingly, our findings suggest that the force of infection, but not the recent incidence of 

dengue, is correlated to Zika/microcephaly incidence. This finding underscores the extent to 

which, for immunizing diseases in endemic circulation, recent incidence may be poor metric of 

transmission. Immunity of the population in high or very high transmission settings can blunt the 

incidence so that places where transmission intensity is actually lower may experience 

incidences than are equal or higher. Metrics such as the force of infection, that quantify the risk 

among the susceptible population, are therefore better metrics of the underlying transmission 

potential in a given setting and can be derived from data that is commonly collected by 

surveillance systems. Furthermore, since FOI estimates are derived from age-specific incidence 

data, they are more robust to differences in surveillance efficiency than simple case based 

measures.   

 

Similarly, we found no correlation between chikungunya incidence during the 2014/2015 epidemic 

and Zika/microcephaly incidence. Such correlation would be expected since chikungunya was 

introduced into the American continent in 2014 and the population was known to be fully 

susceptible prior to that date.
7,8

 Variability in case detection between different states/departments in 

Brazil and Colombia might be driving this finding. Alternatively, this lack of correlation could 

suggest more fundamental differences in the transmissibility of these viruses, such as differential 

competence of specific vector species
11

. 

 

While we cannot rule out whether surveillance biases driven by resources or general concern of 

arboviruses contributed to the observed correlation between dengue and Zika, it is reassuring that 

such correlation was only evident for the force of infection dengue, but not for recent incidence. 

Surveillance biases would probably favor the latter.  Given that both Zika and dengue are 

flaviviruses, immunological interactions in human hosts or vectors could also be contributing or 

strengthening the shared spatial distribution of transmission intensity observed here. 
12,13

  

However, there is limited evidence of such interactions and they are not necessary to explain our 

result.  

 

Our projections of the incidence and number of expected microcephaly cases in Colombia should 

be interpreted with caution. While the number of microcephaly cases reported weekly in Brazil 

seems to be declining, the microcephaly epidemic is not over and therefore we could be 

underestimating the true incidence in some settings. More importantly, Brazil is in the process of 

investigating all reported microcephaly cases but so far only 1345/5280 (25%) cases have been 

investigated and only 508 have been confirmed.
10

 Thus, the overall false positivity rate seems to 

be high (~62%) and the true incidences of microcephaly are likely to be lower than those 

reported. We present projections adjusted by the true-positivity rate, but expect the latter to 

change as the proportion of cases investigated increases over the coming weeks. 

 

Findings from this study suggest that knowledge on the transmission intensity of dengue in 

different settings can be used to guide surveillance, testing and control efforts, and to anticipate 
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the potential impact of the Zika epidemic in different populations.  Even though the causal 

association between Zika and microcephaly has yet to be established, the observed correlation 

also provides a unique opportunity to predict the expected number of microcephaly cases in 

dengue endemic areas with autochthonous Zika transmission. This could be of significant utility 

right now, since our lack of understanding of the absolute risk of microcephaly among 

pregnancies affected by Zika infections limits our capacity to produce other types of projections. 

Surveillance and control efforts for Zika should prioritize areas where dengue transmission 

potential is known to be highest. 
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Tables and Figures 

 

Table 1: Expected incidence and number of microcephaly cases in selected departments of 

Colombia and in the country as a whole. 

 

Department 

Expected incidence of 
microcephaly/100,000* 

Expected number of 
microcephaly cases*

Mean 95%CI Mean 95%CI 

Atlántico 1.46 0.32-2.60 36 8-64 

Huila 1.32 0.45-2.12 15 5-25 

Magdalena 1.01 0-5.17 13 0-65 

Norte de Santander 1.74 1.14-2.32 24 15-31 

Santander 1.01 0.21-1.80 21 4-37 

Sucre 1.67 0.49-2.84 14 4-24 

Tolima 1.18 0.17-2.19 17 2-31 

Colombia total 0.97 0.42-1.56 387 166-621 

 

*Expected incidence and number of cases as of the last report. Incidences have been  

adjusted taking into account confirmation rates reported in Brazil up to now. So far only 

1345/5280 (25%) cases have been investigated and only 508 have been confirmed . Thus, the 

overall confirmation rates seems to be low (~38%) 
14.  
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Figure 1: Correlation between dengue incidence (left) and dengue force of infection (right) with 

the incidence of suspected microcephaly in states of Brazil and the incidence of Zika in 

continental departments Colombia. While there is no apparent correlation between the dengue 

incidence and either microcephaly or Zika (R
2
=6e-5and 0.01, respectively), a significant positive 

correlation is observed between the estimated force of infection and microcephaly/Zika 

incidence in the two countries (R2= 0.36 and 0.41, respectively. p<0.001). Open symbols 

indicate states/departments where low dengue cases counts didn’t allow estimation of the force 

of infection. 
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Figure 2: Correlation between chikungunya incidence with the incidence of  suspected 

microcephaly in states of Brazil and the incidence of Zika in departments Colombia. There is 

only a weak association between chikungunya and Zika incidence in Colombia (R
2 

= 0.11, 

p=0.09), and no observable correlation in Brazil (R
2 

= 0.01, p=0.54),. 
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Figure 3: Maps comparing the incidence of suspected microcephaly in states of Brazil (A) and 

the incidence of Zika in departments Colombia (B) to the estimated degue force of infection. 
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Figure 4: Mapping the expected microcephaly incidence (per 100,000 population) across 

different locations in Colombia, based on the dengue force of infection. The linear association 

(green line) between the dengue FOI and the incidence of microcephaly in Brazil was obtained 

by fitting a linear regression model to state level microcephaly/FOI data (shown as grey “+”). 

The two outlying states with the highest microcephaly incidence (corresponding to Pernambuco 

and Paraiba) were excluded when fitting the model. Shaded area indicates 95% confidence 

bounds of this mean association. Symbols on top of the line map forces of infection estimated for 

multiple departments in Colombia to the expected microcephaly incidence. For reference, 

estimates of the force of infection for several locations in the Americas, derived from the 

literature are also shown. 
9
 


